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SUMMARY Chinese is a representative tonal language, and it has been 
an attractive topic of how to process tone information in the state-of-the-
art large vocabulary speech recognition system. This paper presents a 
novel way to derive an efficient phoneme set of tone-dependent units to 
build a recognition system, by iteratively merging a pair of tone-dependent 
units according to the principle of minimal loss of the Mutual Information 
(MI). The mutual information is measured between the word tokens and 
their phoneme transcriptions in a training text corpus, based on the sys-
tem lexical and language model. The approach has a capability to keep 
discriminative tonal (and phoneme) contrasts that are most helpful for dis-
ambiguating homophone words due to lack of tones, and merge those tonal 
(and phoneme) contrasts that are not important for word disambiguation 
for the recognition task. This enables a flexible selection of phoneme set 
according to a balance between the MI information amount and the num-
ber of phonemes. We applied the method to traditional phoneme set of 
Initial/Finals, and derived several phoneme sets with different number of 
units. Speech recognition experiments using the derived sets showed its 
effectiveness.
key words: mutual information, Chinese lexical tones, tone dependent 
units, speech recognition

1. Introduction

Chinese is a tonal language, in which each syllable is asso-
ciated with a kind of pitch tone. There are four basic tones 
and one neutral tone. The same syllables with different tones 
have different lexical meaning. It has been an interesting 
and important topic how to model the tone information to 
build a Chinese large vocabulary continuous speech recog-
nition (LUCSR) system. Among a number of various kinds 
of approaches, the one using tone dependent sub-word units 
has the advantage of frame-synchronous consistency with 
the decoding strategy of the state-of-art LUCSR system, and 
has been widely adopted [1], [2], [4]. One common problem 
of these approaches is that the number of phoneme set of the 
LUCSR system will increase significantly after introducing 
tone dependencies. For example, in the case of widely used 
traditional Chinese phoneme set of Initials/Finals (IFs), the 
number of non-tonal IFs is 59, and that of tone-dependent 
ones is more than 200. As context dependent tri-phone 
HMMs are usually used in LUCSR systems, their number 
will explode from tens of thousands to millions when tone-

dependency is used, making it very challenging how to train 
the tri-phone HMMs robustly. Also, the complexity of the 

phoneme hypotheses lattice will increase significantly, mak-
ing the decoding much more computationally heavy.

The approaches to deal with the problem in the pre-
vious studies [1], [2], [4] are to hand-craft a small phoneme 
set containing tone-dependent phonemes, like tonemes [1], 
tonal main vowels [4], segmental tones [2] and etc.. Al-
though they showed performance improvements in the 
recognition experiments, they still need to increase the 

phoneme set by several times due to a full expansion of 
non-tone units to tone dependent ones. However, we re-

gard a full expansion of tone dependencies as unnecessary. 
On the one hand, speakers tend to reduce some tones from 
their lexical forms in daily speech [5] when the reductions 
do not obstacle speech communication. On the other hand, 
the lexical and language model (e.g., n-gram) information in 
an LUCSR system is usually very efficient to disambiguate 
most of homophone words due to a lack of tone informa-
tion [6], as evidenced by the fact that an incorporation of 
several-times-big tonal phoneme set has led to only slight 
recognition improvements [1], [4].

By viewing the full expansion of tone dependencies as 
unnecessary, we propose that only those tone dependencies 
be incorporated that are necessary for disambiguating word 
confusions of an LUCSR system. Different from several pre-
vious studies on disambiguating word confusions which are 
based on the acoustic confusions of phonemes [7]-[10], our 
method focuses on the disambiguation power from the lexi-
cal and language model. In other words, a tone dependency 
is not incorporated when the lexical and language model 
can disambiguate those homophone words resulting from 
the lack of that tone.

The real approach is realized as compacting the redun-
dancy of an initial full-tone-dependent unit set, according to 
the principle of minimal loss of the mutual information. The 
mutual information is measured between the word tokens 
and their phoneme transcriptions in a training text corpus. 
A greedy search is adopted to merge two units at a time to 
minimize the corresponding mutual information loss. The 

fi nal phoneme set can be flexibly chosen according to a bal-
ance between the number of units and the information quan-
tities. Speech recognition experiments have been carried out 
to testify the effectiveness of the deduced phoneme sets.
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2. Chinese Phonology

As illustrated by Fig. 1, a Chinese word is composed of one 
to several characters, and each character is pronounced as a 
monosyllable with a pitch tone. When tone information is 
discarded, a syllable is called as a base syllable. The total 

phonetically differentiable tonal syllables are about 1,400, 
and the number of base syllables is about 410 when pitch 
tones are discarded. Traditional Chinese phonology divides 
the syllables into demi-syllabic units: 21 Initials and 38 Fi-
nals, plus four basic lexical tones (Tone 1-4) and a neutral 
tone (0) (Table 1).

In the tone-dependent phoneme approach, all the Fi-
nals are expanded into tone dependent ones, like a0, a1, a2, 
a3, a4 and etc.. Although not all the combinations of Finals 
and tones exist, the number of the tone dependent phoneme 
set is still more than 200. When isolate monosyllable words 
are considered, tone contrasts may play an important role 
in discriminating the words. For ex, the following words: 
ma1 (mother), ma2 (hemp), m3 (horse) and ma4 (scold), are 
only differentiated by the tones when in isolations. How-
ever, when in sentences, they will have very different con-
text words. In other words, the lexical and language model 

(n-gram) has the power to disambiguate the four words even 
the tone information is ignored. Therefore, we regard that 
there are many redundancies in the original tone dependent 
IFs set for a recognition system, when given a lexical and 
language model.

Table 1 Pinyin symbols for Initials, Finals and lexical tones of Chinese 

syllables.

Fig.1 A brief illustration of Chinese Phonology: from word to character, pronunciations by tonal 

syllables and base syllables.

3. Theory for Phoneme Set Optimization

We formalize the phoneme set optimization problem into 

an information coding/decoding approach as illustrated in 

Fig.2, where W stands for a language, appearing as a text 

corpus, ƒ³1 and ƒ³2 for two different phoneme sets, F1
,2 for 

the different phoneme transcriptions of the W using ƒ³1
,2 b

ased word lexicons respectively, W1
,2 for the decoded text 

from F1 ,2 based on the same language model and the re-

spective lexicons. When a coding method ƒ³i is lossless, the 

decoded text Wi should satisfy W=Wi. However, when the 

coding is not uniquely decodable, a better coding ƒ³* should 

be the one 

ƒ³* 
= arg max I(W, Fi) where i=1 ,2 (1)

Meaning of the above equation is as follows: when a 

decoding from a phoneme sequence to text is not unique, it 

means that there is a problem of homophone words. Among 

two different phoneme sets, the one that has larger mutual 

information I(W, F) with text W tends to trigger less homo-

phone words.

The mutual information I(W, Fi) is defined as 

I(W, Fi) = H(W) - H(W|Fi) (2)

H(W) is the entropy of text corpus W, which depicts for 

sequences of words {w1, w2,•c, wn}. H(W) is usually cal-

culated as the word based average entropy by:

Fig.2 Illustration of the problem formalization. Here, •gW•h stands for 

the original Chinese text, •gFi, i=1, 2•h for phoneme transcriptions for •gW•h 

based on two different phoneme sets ƒ³i, i=1, 2, •gWi, i=1, 2•h for decoded 

text from •gFi, i=1,2•h based on the language model •gLM•h.
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(3)

According to [11], the Shannon-McMillan-Breiman 
theorem states that when the language is assumed both sta-
tionary and ergodic, the above equation becomes to,

(4)

Based on Eq. (4), Eq. (2) can be rewritten as,

(5)

Then Eq. (1) becomes as,

(6)

P(W) and P(Fi|W) represent two main components in 

the current speech recognition system: i.e., language mod-

eling and probabilistic pronunciation variation modeling.

4. Minimum MI Loss Based Phoneme Set Reduction

We have designed a greedy approach to compact the redun-

dancies of an initial phoneme set by iteratively merging one 

pair of phonemes whose merge leads to the least loss of MI. 

Figure 3 illustrated the flow chart of the method.

• Initialization condition: the following resources are 

prepared.

- Initial phoneme set ƒ³0: it contains the full tone-

dependent sub-word units.

- Lexicon: the one for speech recognition task and 

is represented in the initial phoneme set.

- Text corpus: the one standing for the speech 

recognition task.

- Language model: the one of the speech recogni-

tion system.

Fig.3 Illustration of the minimum MI loss based phoneme set reduction.

•E Optimization procedure:

1. MI calculations: for each possible merge of two 

phonemes: ƒµi : A+B•¨A, uses ƒ³i-1 andƒ³i to 

depict the phoneme sets before and after merge. 

Then the reduced MI: ƒ¢I(ƒµi) is calculated by ,

AI(ƒµi)=I(W, ƒ³i-1)-I(W, ƒ³i)

2. Merge decision: among all the possible merges, 

the one ƒµ* that has the smallest reduced MI is se-

lected as the effective merge of this iteration.

ƒµ*=arg min ƒ¢I(ƒµ
i)

 all i

3. Renew the lexicon and phoneme set based on the 

effective merge ƒµ*.

4. Check if the stop criterion is satisfied or not. If 

no, go to step 1 and do 1-3 once again. If yes, stop 

the optimization and output the phoneme merging 

rules and new lexicon. Here, the stop criterion is 

a specified least number of phonemes.

To avoid a computationally heavy exhaustive search 

through all possible phoneme merges, we limited the search 

to a constrained space of possible merges. It can be defined 

according to phonetic knowledge about acoustic similarities 

between pair of phonemes.

5. Experiments and Results

5.1 Phoneme Set Design Experiments

The text corpus (CBTEC) we used is the Chinese version 

of Basic Travel Conversation Text (BTEC) of ATR. It con-

tains about 200,000 sentences with about one million words. 

The lexicon size is about 17,000, and the language model is 

a 2-gram model trained from CBTEC. The size of initial 

phoneme set is 206 with all tone-dependent units. The ini-

tially defined phoneme merges have 433 possibilities, which 

is designed based on the phonetic similarities of the tonal 

phonemes. There is one constraint: two different Finals 

can be merged only when all of them do not have tone-

dependencies.

Figure 4 illustrates the MI variations with the increas-

ing number of merged phonemes for the training text corpus, 

and Fig.5 for the test corpus. The figures clearly show that:

•E The MI gaps between the points T0 and T4 indicate 

that some information gets lost when non-tonal IF set 

is used as the phoneme set for the recognition system.

• There are flat periods of MI variations after T4s in both 

the training and test data, indicating that a significant 

number of phoneme merges including tone merges lead 

to no information loss. Hence, they are the redundan-

cies in the initial full tone-dependent unit set, when 

given the lexical and language model.
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Fig.4 Illustration of the MI variations with the increasing number merged phonemes for the training 

text corpus. Points •gT0•h and •gT4•h are special ones: the •gT0•h stands for the non-tonal IFs set with 59 

phonemes, and the point •gT4•h for the initially full 206 phoneme set. •gT1•h, •gT2•h and •gT3•h are other 

three studied points.

Fig.5 Illustration of the MI variations with the increasing number of reduced phonemes for the test 

text corpus. •gT0•h to •gT5•h are the same corresponding points to those in Fig.4.

•E As the MI variations are monotonous in the above-

mentioned greedy search algorithm, it is impossible to 

use MI to define an optimal point as the stop criterion 

currently.

•E Although there is no optimal point, the merge process 

offers us a flexible way to define a phoneme set with the 

richest information in the given number of phonemes. 

Through considering a balance between the number of 

units and loss of MI, we selected several ones to build 

acoustic models for speech recognition experiments.

We heuristically selected five different unit sets to build 

our speech recognition systems. T0 is the conventional non-

tonal IFs with 59 units; T1 has 50 units and showing a sim-

ilar MI to that of T0; T2 has the same number of units as 

T0, but showing a better MI than T0; T3 has 80 units, and 

showing only slight MI loss from the initial phoneme set T4, 

which has the full tone-dependent set of 206 units. Table 2 

lists the number of Initials, Finals and logical tri-phones in 

the five ASR systems respectively.

Table 2 Number of units in the selected sets and the number of their 

corresponding logical HMMs.

5.2 Speech Recognition Experiments

The training speech data for acoustic models is the Beijing 

part of ATR Accented Speech (ATRAS). It contains more 
than 40,000 utterances with a total duration of 43 hours by 
96 balanced male and female native Beijing speakers. The 
objective test speech data is a subset of CBTEC Putonghua 
test data. It contains 510 utterances by 5 male and 5 female

•õ One of original 38 Final units was merged at the beginning.
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Fig.6 Illustration of the speech recognition performances for the 

CBTEC test data in character accuracies using HMMs of different phoneme 

sets.

speakers, each speaker uttering different sentences. The rea-

son to use a slightly accent-mismatched training database is 

that the ATRAS database has manually annotated phonetic 

labels, including the tone labels that are different from their 

lexical forms.

We used the HTK toolkit [12] to build our speech 

recognition systems to test the five different phoneme sets. 

The feature vector contains 39 dimensions including stan-

dard MFCC features and log power, together with their first 

and second ordered derivatives. Cepstral mean subtraction 

is done at sentence level. We developed phonetic-decision-

tree based state-tying tri-phone style HMMs for the different 

phoneme sets. Each HMM has left-to-right 3 states, the total 

number of tied states for each model has a similar number of 

2,000, and each state has 20 Gaussian mixtures. The speech 

recognition experiments used the same lexical and language 

model as those used in phoneme set optimization procedure. 

The perplexity of the objective test set is about 40 for the 2-

gram language model. The recognition performances are 

shown in Fig.6 in Chinese character accuracies.

The results showed that

•E Almost all the derived unit sets (T1-T4) showed some 

better or similar performances compared with the non-

tonal set T0, indicating that derived phoneme sets are 

efficient for the recognition task.

•E Although T1 has 9 phonemes less than T0, it still 

got similar performance to that of T0, indicating the 

phoneme set more efficient.

•E T3 achieved the highest performance, maybe due to its 

better balance between the number of units and MI in-

formation amount than others.

We also paid a close look into the relations between 

recognition performances and word-based average MI dif-

ferences at sentence by sentence for the two phoneme sets 

T0 and T3. We separated the 510 test sentences into two 

groups: one included 20 sentences with the maximum MI 

improvements, and the other one with all left sentences. The 

fi rst group showed more significant recognition improve-

ments than the other one, as shown in Fig.7, indicating 

that positive MI difference is correlated with recognition im-

provement.

Relation between MI difference and recognition performance.

MI Groups.

Fig.7 Illustration of the relationship between MI differences and the 

recognition performances for the phoneme sets T0 and T3. Top 20 rep-

resents the 20 sentences with the maximum MI improvements when using 

T3 instead of T0.

6. Conclusion

We presented a novel method of deriving a compact and 

efficient tone-dependent phoneme set for building Chinese 

LUCSR system using MI based criterion between text cor-

pus and phoneme set. The speech recognition experimental 

results showed that the derived phoneme set is efficient for 

Chinese speech recognition. However, there are still rooms 

to improve the study: First, the current study failed to pro-

vide an optimal stop criterion for the phoneme set design. 

We should study the question of how to design the phoneme 

set that achieve the best speech recognition performance. 

Second, it is necessary to further the study by using high 

order language models (3-gram) and more. Third, we might 

consider how to incorporate the acoustic confusability mea-

surements into the phoneme design process. Fourth, we 

should also try the method to other phoneme sets and other 

languages.
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